
Our company is looking for a systems associate. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for systems associate

Provide technical support to the manufacturing and packaging process of
consumer pharmaceutical products at McNeil's Lancaster Facility with an
enhanced emphasis on work related to repair, maintenance, troubleshooting,
and efficiency improvement associated with electrical and instrumental
devices and systems
Technical support includes performing and documenting maintenance,
performing and documenting adjustments to process equipment,
contributing to change control activities, projects and facility outages
Associates will support operations in equipment change over and provide
technical direction to operating associates when assigned
Identify and communicate to supervision all immediate and potential quality,
safety, or environmental issues (material, procedure, and process) as
observed
Hands on approach during project installation, start-up, commissioning and
validation activities
Responsive to the manufacturing environment for maximum up-time of
equipment as measured by OEE
Interact with production personnel to propose modifications to equipment,
processes and operations to improve safety, increase efficiency and enhance
company goals
Define instrument and controls requirements and establish project design
criteria based on engineering analysis and evaluation
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Provide user applications or engineering support or recommendations for
new or existing equipment with regard to installation, upgrades, or
enhancements

Qualifications for systems associate

Remote diagnostics and remote (software) tools experience preferred
Multi-tasking capabilities - able to manage resource issues and multiple
priorities with little or no direction
Customer support experience in a help desk environment
Must be able to work autonomously and as a team member
Bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university or equivalent
experience is required
Two years working with major enterprise systems


